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Abstract 
Constraint satisfaction problems are widely used in artificial intelligence. They involve finding 
values for problem variables subject to constraints that specify which combinations of values are 
consistent. Knowledge about properties of the constraints can permit inferences that reduce the cost 
of consistency checking. In particular, such inferences can be used to reduce the number of constraint 
checks required in establishing arc consistency, a fundamental constraint-based reasoning technique. 
A genera1 AC-Inference algorithm schema is presented and various forms of inference discussed. 
A specific algorithm, AC-7, is presented, which takes advantage of a simple property common to 
all binary constraints to eliminate constraint checks that other arc consistency algorithms perform. 
The effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated analytically, and experimentally. 0 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Kqword,s: Constraint satisfaction: Arc consistency 
1. Introduction 
Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) occur widely in artificial intelligence. They 
involve finding values for problem variables subject to constraints on which combinations 
are acceptable. For simplicity (and as CSP algorithms have been commonly introduced) 
we restrict our attention here to binary CSPs, where the constraints involve two variables. 
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However, the ideas presented here can be extended to non-binary constraints. First results 
concerning this topic can be found in 161. 
Binary constraints are binary relations. If a variable I has a domain of potential values 
Dt and a variable J has a domain of potential values DJ, the constraint on I and J, &. 
is a subset of the Cartesian product of DI and D,/ If the pair of values a for I (denoted by 
(I. LI)) and h for J (denoted by (J. h)) is acceptable to the constraint R/J between I and J. 
i.e.. a member of the Cartesian product, we will call the values consistenf (with respect to 
R/J). Asking whether a pair of values is consistent is called a cxvzstmint check. 
A value, (I, a), is urc inconsistent if there is a variable J for which there is no value 
in DJ consistent with (I. LI) with respect to R/J. We achieve arc consistency by removing 
all arc inconsistent values, and only arc inconsistent values in order not to affect the set 
of satisfiable assignments of the CSP. The set of domains so obtained is called muximul 
arc’ consistent set of domains (or (11-c onsistent closure), and is denoted by AC(D) if 
V = ( DI. D J . .) was the set of domains of the variables of the CSP. If a domain wipe our 
is observed when achieving arc consistency, we say that the CSP is arc inconsistent. 
In the rest of the paper, d will represent he size of the largest initial domain, and e the 
number of constraints of the CSP. 
Constraints can be represented implicitly. where a computation. or a real-world process. 
is needed to answer constraint check questions. or explicitly. where the answer is already 
recorded in a data base, e.g., a Boolean matrix representation of a constraint RI,/, where 
the matrix entry R/J(o. h) is true if and only if the combination of u and h is acceptable to 
RIJ. implicit constraint checks could be very costly to compute. Even if the constraints are 
represented explicitly in a form that permits quick computation. there may be an enormous 
number to compute, along with associated decisions about which checks to do and how to 
use the results. As a result much of the work on constraint reasoning has focused on ways 
to reduce the number of constraint checks required. 
Constraint algorithms often seek to establish support for a value a E Dt , i.e., to find 
a value for a variable J that is consistent with (1. a) (or to determine that no such value 
exists). Traditionally constraint checks have been used to establish support. This paper 
proposes to reduce constraint checks by using metalevel knowledge to infer support. We 
will demonstrate that one such inference can save many additional constraint checks, 
ensuring that the benetits of these inferences can more than offset the costs associated 
with making and exploiting them. 
We apply this approach to building a schema for arc consistency algorithms. Arc 
consistency is one of the most basic and useful constraint reasoning processes. Thus arc 
consistency algorithms have been the subject of much interest [ 161. The new algorithm 
schema, AC-Inference. permits use of inferred support. We identify several properties 
of constraints that permit such inferences. We hope that AC-Inference will permit the 
exploitation of many other generic and problem domain specific properties of constraints. 
Furthermore, the metaknowledge inference approach should also be extensible to higher 
order consistency 191. 
We refine the schema to build a specihc. new arc consistency algorithm AC-7. AC-7 is 
a gene& arc consistency algorithm. since it does not depend on special properties of a 
limited class of constraints, but simply utilizes the knowledge that support is hidirectionul: 
(I. u) supports (J. h) if and only if (J. h) supports (1. ~1). (It is tempting to assume that a 
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special class of undirected constraints is required here; but a careful reading of [ 151 should 
demonstrate that this is not the case.) 
AC-~‘S exploitation of bidirectionality gives it a computational advantage over other 
general purpose arc consistency algorithms, and restricting attention to bidirectionality 
also permits an implementation with space efficiency comparable to the best of these 
algorithms, which is not possible for the AC-Inference algorithm schema in general. 
Constraint programmers tell us that space can be a major issue for practical applications. 
On the other hand, AC-Inference permits us to obtain additional computational efficiency 
by taking advantage of knowledge about a restricted class of constraints. We demonstrate 
each of these advantages experimentally in real-world applications. We also provide 
analytical evaluation of AC-7, specifically refuting an optimality claim for an earlier 
algorithm, AC-6 [I]. 
We emphasize that the saving that AC-7 can achieve is not simply to avoid inverse 
checks, checking that (I, a) supports (J, b) when we have already checked that (J, h) 
supports (I, a). AC-7 may avoid non-inverse checks: it may never check whether (I, a) 
and (J, 6) are consistent, while other algorithms do. We will show that there are problems 
for which AC-7 can avoid a quadratic number of such checks. 
We compare AC-7 with AC-3, AC-4, and AC-6. (The AC-5 algorithms achieve their 
advantages for specific classes of constraints.) In terms of constraint checks, AC-7 is 
capable of considerable improvement over AC-3, AC-4, and AC-6. 
Of course, constraint checks alone do not tell the whole story. However, if we either 
assume a large enough cost per constraint check, or demonstrate a large enough savings 
in the number of constraint checks, the constraint check count will dominate overhead 
concerns. 
In summary, the contributions of this paper are: 
- a new approach to utilizing constraint metaknowledge: inferring support; 
- an algorithm schema, AC-Inference, that supports this approach; 
- a general-purpose arc consistency algorithm, AC-7, that exploits this approach; 
- analytical evidence of the advantages of AC-7, specifically refuting the optimality of 
AC-6 
- identification of additional, specific constraint properties that permit additional 
inferences. 
Section 2 recalls related work. Section 3 discusses the general theme of meta-level 
inference and presents the general algorithm schema. Section 4 focuses on the specific 
AC-7 algorithm. In Section 5, an experimental evaluation is given. 
2. Relation to previous work 
For some time the state of the art resided in two algorithms, AC-4 [17], which has 
optimal worst-case behavior, and AC-3 [15], which often exhibits better average-case 
behavior [22]. Two AC-5 algorithms, one by Deville, Van Hentenryck and Teng [7,21] 
and another by Perlin [ 181, permit exploitation of certain specific constraint structures, 
but reduce to AC-3 or AC-4 in the general case. Bessibre and Cordier developed AC-6, 
which retains the optimal worst-case behavior of AC-4 while improving on the average- 
case behavior of AC-3 ( I .2 ]. The new algorithm schema, AC-Inference, owes something 
to all these predecessors, but permits use of inferred support: AC-7 is most closely related 
to AC-6. This paper merges and extends previous independent works 14,101 and common 
work [3] by the authors. 
The potential redundancy in processing of bidirectional support has been recognized 
before. When AC-3 removes a value from the domain of variable X because it has no 
support in variable Y, it realizes that this cannot cause a value of Y to become bereft of 
support at X. DEEB [ II] uses a “revise-both” procedure that more directly anticipates 
AC-7. After the values for X are checked for support at Y, values for Y are immediately 
checked for support at X, but only those Y values that have not just provided support for 
X values are checked. Gaschnig points out that this avoids unnecessary checks performed 
by AC-3 the first time the domains of X and Y are checked against each other; but he 
incorrectly, it seems to us. concludes that DEEB also avoids all the checks that AC-3 avoids 
by utilizing bidirectionality. 
Neither algorithm, however. has any long term memory of inferences based on 
bidirectionality. For example, suppose that the first value, x 1, and last value, x 100, among 
a hundred values for X are found to be supported by a value J for Y. If later xi is deleted 
during the constraint propagation process, neither AC-3 nor DEEB will remember that _V 
still is supported by _rtuu. In fact they may need to look at the other 98 values for X before 
“rediscovering” that v is supported by _rj(J(J. More generally, both AC-3 and DEEB are “arc 
revision” oriented, while AC-7 is “support maintenance” oriented, in the spirit of AC-6. As 
a result, AC-7 will have the same sort of constraint check advantage over AC-3 that has 
been demonstrated for AC-6, plus the additional advantage provided by inferences based 
on bidirectionality. 
3. Inferring support 
3.1. Principle 
We illustrate the principle of inferring support with a simple coloring example. The 
problem is to assign a color. N (aquamarine). h (blue) or (’ (coral), to each of two countries. 
X and Y. such that X and Y have different colors. (In general countries which share a 
border require different colors.) As a CSP. the countries are the variables, the colors the 
values. The constraint between the two variables specifies that the two countries cannot 
have the same color (i.e.. it is a not-equal constraint). 
Achieving arc consistency involves removin, (7 the arc inconsistent values-or in this 
simple coloring problem verifying that there are no arc inconsistent values. In general, 
removing one value may make another value arc inconsistent, so we say that achieving arc 
consistency can involve a constraintpropaRatior1 process. However, in this simple example 
we do not have to worry about that. 
The AC-4 arc consistency algorithm operates by tirst checking for all possible support. It 
stores summary information in support counters. and is later able to implement constraint 
propagation efficiently when propagation is required. by updating the counters rather than 
by performing further constraint checks. However. its brute force initial processing is 
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Fig. 1. Making inferences. 
costly; it performs all possible constraint checks twice. (This total can be reduced when 
values are deleted during initial processing.) Eighteen constraint checks are required for 
this little problem. These are shown in Fig. l(a). The values for country X are on the left, 
for country Y on the right. An arrow from a value u for X to a value u for Y indicates that a 
check of the consistency of (X, u) with (Y, v), (denoted by RXY(U, v)), has been computed 
while seeking support for (X, u). The double ended arrows indicate that inverse checks 
were made, while seeking support for both (X, u) and (Y, v). A solid arrow indicates 
that the check established consistency; a dashed arrow indicates that the check established 
inconsistency. 
AC-3 seeks only to establish that each value has a supporting value (at every other 
variable). This only requires eight constraint checks here (Fig. l(b)), but some of them are 
inverse checks. In general, AC-3 propagation can involve additional redundant checking, 
but this does not enter in here. AC-6 can improve on AC-3 by avoiding some redundant 
checking during propagation. As opposed to AC-3, it looks for another support if and only 
if the support it finds initially is deleted; and it proceeds on from that point to look for 
another support; it does not need to “start over” as AC-3 does. However, in this simple 
example, AC-6 has no opportunity to exhibit this additional intelligence. It, too, requires 
eight constraint checks. 
AC-3 may check pairs once, twice, or up to 2d times (d times in each direction). AC-4 
checks each pair at most twice. AC-6 was said to be optimal in the sense that it only made 
necessary checks. (The actual number of checks it makes is still subject to processing 
order effects [23].) However, support inference based on the bidirectionality of support can 
reduce constraint checks further. AC-6 (AC-3 and AC-4 as well) checks, for example, that 
(X, a) is supported by (Y, b), and then separately checks that (Y, b) is supported by (X, a). 
These algorithms cannot see that they already know (Y, b) is supported, whereas they just 
found that out while looking for support for (X, a). 
The AC-Inference algorithm (AC-7 as well .’ ) that we propose here can, in effect, see 
this. After it checks (X, a) against (Y. h) and finds that the latter supports the former, it 
infers that the former also supports the latter. This inference is based upon the simple 
metaknowledge that support is bidirectional. Utilizing such inferences, AC-Inference only 
requiresJive constraint checks to establish arc consistency. This is shown in Fig. l(c). White 
arrowheads are used to indicate inferences. The double-ended arrows here, with a white 
arrowhead on one end, indicate a constraint check in one direction followed by a constraint 
inference in the other. Notice that negative cupport information can also be inferred: after 
performing a constraint check to determine that (Y, a) does not support (X. a), we can 
infer that (X. a) does not support (Y. II ). 
In this simple example. AC-Inference only saves inverse constraint checks; in fact, one 
might assume that at best it will require half the constraint checks of AC-6 on a given 
problem. However, in the next section (when analyzing the AC-7 savings), we will see that 
non-inverse constraint checks can be saved. and far fewer than half the constraint checks 
of AC-6 are required for appropriately structured problems. 
Moreover, bidirectionality is but one instance of the general principle of using constraint 
metaknowledge to infer or avoid constraint checks. We will illustrate this point with a 
couple of further examples. Suppose we have further metaknowledge of this constraint. 
Suppose we know that it is also irr@si~c R~F(I~. u) does not hold for any u. Then the 
number of checks can be reduced to,fijur. h-reflexivity allows us to immediately infer that 
(X, II) is inconsistent with (Y. N), making it unnecessary to check this (Fig. l(d)). Suppose 
we know that the constraint is commutufive: RXY(M. u) = Rxy(u, u). This permits us to 
reduce the number of constraint checks to three. For example, after checking Rxy(a, h) we 
can infer Rxy(h. a) (see Fig. l(e)). If we know it is u-reflexive and commutative, we are 
down to IWO checks, Fig. l(f). 
Finally, there is another type of constraint metaknowledge that is potentially of 
considerable significance. Suppose we have a problem in which some of the constraints 
appear reputedly involving different variables. A consistency check involving one of these 
“repeated” constraints can permit us to infer support information for all these variables (to 
the extent to which their domains share common values). 
Dealing with repeated constraints is particularly worthwhile in certain kinds of 
problems, such as configuration. resource allocation, etc. Imagine that you want to assign 
hostesses to flights, with some restrictions (compatibility constraints) on which hostesses 
can work together. (There can be any reason for that.) You can encode this problem as a 
CSP in which you have as many variables by flight as the number of hostesses needed on 
this flight. Each variable takes its values in the set of available hostesses. Any two variables 
corresponding to the same flight are linked by the compatibility constraint, specifying the 
allowed pairs of hostesses. We see that this compatibility constraint is repeated between 
many pairs of variables since there is a clique of such constraints for each set of variables 
associated with the same flight. (Obviously, the complete problem probably contains other 
constraints between the variables in different flights.) 
3 In fact. we will see in the next sectwn that AC-7. a\ oppod to AC-Lnference. only infers wpport information 
when It needs to know the value of the corresponding constraint check. 
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In evaluating the significance of inferred support we should bear in mind several factors 
that could increase the importance of utilizing such inferences: 
- computing constraint checks could be costly; 
_ inferring one support may permit us to avoid a number of additional constraint checks. 
We will discuss this further in connection with AC-7. 
3.2. Schema 
The key to the inference schema, as it is to AC-3, AC-4 and AC-6, is maintaining 
appropriate information. AC-3 determines which variables need to be rechecked to see 
if all their values are still supported. AC-4 computes a total support count initially and then 
updates it as values are deleted. If AC-6 needs to find support for value (I, a) at variable .Z, 
it looks through an ordered list of J values for a single supporting value, b. If b is deleted, 
AC-6 looks for another supporting value later in the list. 
The schema data structures of AC-Inference are something of a hybrid of AC-4 and 
AC-6. For each variable, I, for each of its possible values, a, and each other variable, J, 
which shares a constraint with I, AC-Inference maintains: 
- CS[Z, a, J], a currently-supported set, of values from D J currently supported by 
(I, a). (As in AC-6, 4 every value b of every variable J which shares a constraint 
with Z must have a current support in DI .) 
- S[Z, a, J], a support set, of values from DJ that support (I, a). 
- U[I, a, J], an unchecked set, of values from DJ that have not yet been checked to see 
if they support (I, a). 
- Values that have been checked and found not to support (I, a) appear in none of these 
sets. 
Maintaining the S and U sets enables the schema to remember inferred constraint check 
information. Positive results are remembered by moving from the unchecked sets to the 
support sets. Negative results are remembered by deleting from the unchecked sets. Like 
AC-6, we only have to work through the unchecked sets once; like AC-6, we only have 
to look for a single support; unlike AC-6, we can avoid checking some of the values via 
inference. We remark that as soon as bidirectionality of support is inferred, the currently- 
supported set of each value-variable pair is included in its support set. 
The algorithm schema can be expressed as Algorithm 1. 
If no specific mstaknowledge is known about the constraints, for each value (I, a), and 
each variable .Z sharing a constraint with I, the support set is initialized empty, and the 
unchecked set is initialized with the domain of the variable (i.e., U[Z, a, J] = DJ). When 
some initial knowledge is available, some values of the variable J can directly be added to 
the support set or ignored, instead of being put in the unchecked set (e.g., if RIJ is reflexive, 
value a for J will directly be put in S[Z, a, J] instead of U[Z, a, J]; if RIJ is irreflexive, a 
for J will appear neither in S[Z, a, J] nor U[Z, a, 31). 
4 The .S[I, a] sets in AC-6 correspond in AC-Inference to the union of the CS[I. a, J] sets for each variable J 
sharing a constraint with I. In fact, as in AC-6, only one currently-supported set per value would be sufficient in 
AC-Inference. We use this presentation to stay homogeneous with the support and unchecked sets, and with the 
currently-supported sets of AC-7, which will need this implementation. (See Section 4.) 





Initialize the SeekSupportSet with all the [(I, a), .Z]; 
Establish the initial S sets and U sets using initial inferences; 
Initialize the CS sets with the empty set; 
while SeekSupportSet # 8 do 
pick [(I, u), J] from SeekSupportSet; 
if a E DI then 
c t SeekCurrentSupport(1, a, J); 
if c # nil then 
( put a in CS[J, c, I]; 
else ProcessDeletion(f, a, SeekSupportSet); 
end 
function SeekCurrentSupport (in I: variable; in a: value; in J: variable ): value 
/* returns a value b supporting (I, a), or nil if not found */; 
/* updates S and U if necessary */; 
begin 
found t false; 
3 
while (S[Z, u, J] # 0) and (- found) do 
I 
b t an element of S[Z, a, J]; 
if b E DJ then found t true; 
else delete b from S[Z. U, J]; 
while (U[Z, a, J] # 8) and (- found) do 
I 
pick b from U[Z, a, J]; 
if b E DJ then 
1 
found t F&I (u, b); 
make inferences from ((I, u) (J, b)) ’ ; 
if found then return b; 
else return nil; 
end 
procedure ProcessDeletion (in I: variable; in a: value; 
in out SeekSupportSet: set) 
begin 
remove a from D/ ; 
if DI = 8 then exit (“wipe out”); 
for each J/R,] exists do 
for each b E CS[Z, a, J] do 
1 
delete b from CS(Z, a: J]; 
4 put [(,I, b), I] in SeekSupportSet; 
end 
‘Making inferences involves updating the suitable S and U \ets, depending on the kind of inferences the 
constraint concerned permits. 
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The seek-support set contains value-variable pairs. If a is a value for a variable Z and the 
variable .Z shares a constraint with I, [(I, a), J] will appear on the initial seek-support set. 
Processing an element [(I, a), J] of this set (see subprocedure SeekCurrentSupport) 
involves looking for a current support for the value in the support set of the variable (i.e., 
S[ I, a, J]). If none of the values of this set are still in the domain D J , the values of the 
unchecked set still in DJ are checked for consistency with (I, a). After each constraint 
check, a set of inferences is made, based on the outcome. The specific set of inferences 
chosen instantiates the schema. If, during the processing of an element, the unchecked 
set becomes empty without finding a support, then the deletion of the value is processed. 
(See subprocedure ProcessDelet ion.) The value is removed from the domain, and for 
all the values in its currently-supported sets, the appropriate value-variable pair enters the 
seek-support set. 
We recommend implementing the seek-support set as a stack, so that the effects of 
deletions will propagate immediately. We believe this to be an improvement on the “two- 
pass” organization of AC-4 and AC-6. 
At this point, we should note that the schema given in [3] is not the same as the one 
presented here. The schema given in [3] was written in an AC-4 like spirit, while the one 
given here is closer to an AC-6 spirit. Indeed, the schema in [3] does not use the currently- 
supported sets, and so, needs to update the support and unchecked sets after each deletion 
(by deleting the removed value from all the sets it belonged to) as AC-4 needs to update 
its counters. A counter equal to zero was the signal to remove a value in AC-4. Support 
and unchecked sets both empty on the same constraint is the signal to remove a value in 
the AC-Inference of [3]. On the other hand, the AC-Inference algorithm schema presented 
here uses the currently-supported sets. Therefore, it does not need updated support and 
unchecked sets. As in AC-6, a value is viable as long as it has a current support on each 
constraint. Thus, support and unchecked sets can contain values no longer in the domain. 
This latter version of the AC-Inference algorithm schema, avoiding many updates, has 
shown experimental superiority. The experimental results presented in [3] were already 
based on this latter version, although it was not pointed out in the paper. 
3.3. Analysis 
3.3.1. A sketch of proof of correctness 
We do not give an exhaustive proof here. Indeed, AC-Inference has the same structure as 
AC-7, which is a bit more technical, and for which a complete proof is given in Section 4.3. 
An invariant property of AC-Inference is that, for any value (I, a) in D, any constraint 
RIJ, and any value b in DJ, RIJ(U, b) is true only if b belongs to S[Z, a, .Z] U U[Z, a, J]. 
A value (I, a) is removed from D only if these two sets are empty. Thus, if Do denotes 
the set of initial domains (i.e., the value of 2) at the beginning of AC-Inference), a value 
removed from D by AC-Inference cannot belong to AC(YD”). Furthermore, when AC- 
Inference finishes, the SeekSupportSet is empty, and so, all the values still in D have a 
current support on each constraint. D is then arc consistent. If 2, is arc consistent and the 
values of Do \ 2) were out of AC@‘), we can conclude that D = AC(Z3’) at the end of 
AC-Inference. 
3.3.2. Spuce und time complexities 
AC-Inference needs to represent explicitly the currently-supported sets C’S, the support 
sets S, and the unchecked sets U. Each value belongs to at most one CS set on each 
constraint since a value has only one current support per constraint. Thus, the total size of 
the CS sets is in O(&). For each value (1. a) and each constraint Rt~/, the size of S[Z, u. J] 
plus the size of U[ 1. LI. J j is bounded above by the size of DJ. Then, the total size of S 
and I/ sets is bounded above by 2ed2. The SeekSupportSet has a maximal size in O(ed). 
Thus AC-Inference has an O(ed’) space complexity. 
The inner loops of AC-Inference are in SeekCurrentSupport. Each loop is 
executed at most d times for each S[Z, U. J] or U (1. a, J] set, for total work of at most 
d deletions in each S[Z. u, J] and U [ I, a. J ] set. Furthermore, the total work performed by 
line 3 cannot exceed 2ed2 inferences since once a support or a non-support is inferred, it 
cannot be inferred a second time. (Lists S and I/ are updated.) Thus, the time complexity 
of AC-Inference is in O(ed’J. 
3.3.3. Implementation details 
In this subsection we present a few data structures in order to show how certain 
implementation problems can be solved. 
Most of the time, the algorithms we present work with the indices of the values in a 
domain. For example, a domain DI initially containing the values aquamarine, blue, and 
coral will probably be represented by an array containing the values 0. 1, and 2. But the 
constraint “#” holds between colors, not between indices. (See the example of Section 
3.1.) This means that we need to reach an original value from its index in 0( 1). This can 
easily be done by a table of correspondence. which for each index of a domain gives the 
original value it represents. (For example, for the index 1 of Di it gives hllae.) 
However, it can arise that in some domains we need to access the index from the 
original value. Suppose RI,/ is commutative. ’ Then, after checking RIJ (aquumurine. blue) 
we must infer the value of R/J(~~uP. aquamurine). Thus we need to reach the index of 
blur in DI and the index of uqucrmarine in DJ. Note that blue in DI (respectively, 
uquumurine in D.1) has not necessarily the same index as blur in DJ (respectively, as 
aquamarine in Dt ) since the initial domain of variable J (denoted by 0:) is not necessarily 
equal to the initial domain of variable I (denoted by 0:). (For example. if 0:: = (light- 
ctquumarine, uquumarinr, light-blue. blue}, blue will have the index 3 in DJ while its 
index is 1 in Dj.) The problem that arises when the algorithm is implemented is: how 
can the value aquumarine of variable J and the value blue of variable I be accessed? 
The first response is to use a hash table to do so. In this case, and under reasonable 
assumptions, the expected time to search for an element is close to a small constant [21]. 
But it is impossible to ensure an O( 1) complexity. 
Another approach is to define a data structure in which the same value in two different 
domains has the same index. A value in DI (or D.1) is associated with the same index 
as the one it would have in the virtual domain Dl that is the union of 0: and Dy 
(Indices corresponding to values in DL\Dy. respectively. in Dt\D”J, are set to be 
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out of the domain Dy, respectively, D”J.) In our example, D:J being the set {light- 
aquamarine, aquamarine, light-blue, blue, coral], the indices of the values aquamarine, 
blue, and coral of DI would, respectively, be 1, 3, and 4, while those of the values light- 
aquamarine, aquamarine, light-blue, and blue of DJ would be 0, 1,2, and 3. This method 
has a drawback: to implement a domain of a variable I, it is necessary to take the union of 
the domains of all the variables that are involved in a commutative (or repeated) constraint 
on I. For certain networks, this leads to the union of all the domains of the network. 
Nevertheless, it is important to note that dealing with commutative (or repeated) constraints 
is useful only if the initial domains are almost equal. This method ensures a complexity in 
O(1). 
Thirdly, another simple method exists. For each constraint RIJ, it consists of storing with 
each value of Dy its index in the initial domain of J, and conversely. (A dummy can be 
used if a value is not present in a domain.) This method also ensures a complexity in 0( 1). 
From a general point of view, the first method is the best because no assumptions are 
made about the network, and its practical performance is good. In the case where the 
warranty of a complexity in O(1) is required, the second method should be preferred to 
the third one. 
Another problem of implementation in AC-Inference is the direct access needed to 
remove the value a from the list U[.Z, b, I] after the deletion of a value b from the list 
U[Z, a, J]. It is clear that a double link between the value a of U[J, b, I] and the value 
b of U[Z, a, J] is necessary. Then, two approaches are possible when, for instance, the 
value b is removed from U[Z, a, J]. With the first approach, we access the value a of 
ZJ[J, b, I] and we immediately remove it from this list. In this case, the list U[.Z, b, I] 
must be doubly linked in order to remove any element in 0( 1). With the second approach, 
we access the value a of U[J, b, I], and we simply mark it as “removed”. An element 
marked as “removed” will be deleted from the list when it is reached by a traversal of this 
list. In this case, the list U[J, b, I] does not need to be doubly linked, and complexity does 
not change: it remains in 0( 1). 
4. AC-7 
AC-7 refines the AC-Inference algorithm schema, while restricting inferences to those 
based on bidirectionality. Since bidirectionality is a general property of constraints, 
AC-7 is a general purpose arc consistency algorithm. Also by restricting our inferences 
to bidirectionality, we are able to maintain a space complexity of the same order as AC-6, 
namely O(ed), while AC-Inference (and AC-4) space complexity is quadratic in d. In some 
applications, the size of the problem (number of variables, size of the domains, number of 
constraints) is so high that it is impossible to store in memory all the support sets and 
unchecked sets needed by AC-Inference. In order to avoid the space requirements of AC- 
Inference, AC-7 does not use the unchecked and support sets of AC-Inference, but stays 
closer to an AC-6-like data structure. In fact, AC-7 does not infer all the supports and non- 
supports AC-Inference does, but deduces them only when it needs to know their value, 
thus performing a kind of “lazy inference”. But, even without the support and unchecked 
Q-&J~Q-#g 
c c c c c c 
AC-6 AC-Inference AC-7 
Fig. 7. Bidireclwnality. 
sets, AC-7 guarantees performing as few constraint checks as AC-Inference, having the 
following desirable properties [4] AC-7: 
(I) Never checks RIJ(U. h) if there exists h’ still in DJ such that RIJ(U. h’) has already 
been successfully checked. 
(2) Never checks R~J(u. h) if there exists h’ still in D,/ such that RJ,(~‘. u) has already 
been successfully checked. 
(3) Never checks Rl,/(a. h) if: 
(a) it has already been checked, or 
(b) R~l(h. a) has been checked. 
(4) Has O(ecl) space complexity. 
AC-3 lacks properties (1), (2), (3a) and (3b). AC-4 lacks (I), (2), (3b) and (4). AC-6 lacks 
(2) and (3b), the properties resulting from bidirectionality. AC-Inference lacks property (4). 
Look again at the problem of Fig. 1 to illustrate the differences between AC-6, AC- 
Inference, and AC-7. Among the constraint checks performed by AC-6 and not by AC-7 
(or AC-Inference) there are Ryx(u. h) and Ryx(h. a), which relate to property (3b), and 
Rm(u, u), which relates to both properties (2) and (3b). 
AC-Inference needed $ve constraint checks and Jive inferences to achieve arc consis- 
tency. AC-7 needs five constraint checks also, but only deduces rwa of the inferences 
AC-Inference performed. It deduces only those it needs to know for the arc consistency 
computation. (With the same variable, value, and arc orderings, we could say that AC-7 
never deduces a support or a non-support if AC-6 did not perform the corresponding con- 
straint check.) In Fig. 2. we see that R,yy(o. c). Ryx(cr. u), and Ryx(ci. c) are not deduced 
by AC-7 because it does not need them to achieve arc consistency. 
4. I. Datu structuw 
In AC-7, the support sets S],. u, J 1, and the unchecked sets U [ I, a, J] of AC-Inference 
cannot be represented explicitly because of the space complexity limitation of property 
(4). But, every time a constraint check R~l(h. a) is performed, AC-7 needs to store this 
information to avoid future R~J(u. h) or RIJ(LT. h’) checks forbidden by properties (3b) and 
(2). AC-7 does this by adding two refinements to the data structures of AC-6. 
AC-6 assigns an ordering of the values in every Dt , checks one support (thefirst one or 
smallest one with respect to the ordering) for each value (I. a) on each constraint RIJ to 
prove that (I. a) is currently viable. When (J. h) is found as the smallest support of (I, a) 
on R/J, (I, u) is added to S]J. h], the list of values currently having (J. 6) as smallest 
support. If (1, h) is removed from D J then AC-6 looks for the next support in DJ for 
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each value (I, a) in S[J, b]. In AC-7, S[Z, a] sets of AC-6 are split into CS[Z, a, .Z] sets (as 
in AC-Inference). Thus, it is easy to ensure property (2): b E CS[Z, a, J] implies (I, a) is 
known as supporting (J, b) on R JI, then (I, a) is compatible with (J, 6). So, an RIJ(U, b) 
is checked if and only if CS[Z, a, J] = 0; otherwise, we know (I, a) has a support on R1.r 
without any new constraint check. 
Arrays last are added to ensure property (3a), 7 and property (3b) for negative constraint 
checks: last[Z, a, J] represents the last value of D J which has been checked when looking 
for support for (I, a). In other words, it is the smallest value that may be compatible with 
(I, a) on RIJ . In fact, for any b in D J , we can say that b -c last[Z, a, J] means that b would 
not belong to S[Z, a, J] U U[Z, a, J] in AC-Inference, while b 3 last[Z, a, J] means that b 
would belong to S[Z, a, J] U U [ Z, a, J] in AC-Inference. 
In more detail, this is the data structure of AC-7: 
- Like AC-6, AC-7 needs to represent he domain DI of a variable Z as an ordered table 
of Booleans to answer in constant time whether a value of the initial domain is in the 
current domain or not. In this table, the initial DI is considered as the integer range 
1.. ( DI 1. Furthermore, in this table we need to store the highest value in DI , and for 
each value in DI , the indexes of the previous and next values in DI , in order to use 
the following constant time functions and procedure: 
l highest returns the greatest value in DI if DI # 0; 
l next(a, 01) returns the smallest value in DI greater than a if a E D~\highest(D~ j; 
if a = highest(Dr), nil is returned; 
l remove(u, 01) removes the value a from Dr. 
- For all a in DI, CS[Z, a, J] contains all values b in D J for which (I, a) is assigned as 
its current support. The current support is not necessarily the smallest one, as opposed 
to AC-6. 
- For all a in DI , last[Z, a, J] is updated by AC-7 to be the last value of D J already 
checked when looking for support for (I, a). So, the last arrays ensure that every b in 
D J such that RIJ(Q, b) has already been checked is less than or equal to last[Z, a, J], 
and that every b in D J compatible with (I, a) is greater than or equal to last[ I, a, J]. 
- The SeekSupportSet has the same behavior as in AC-Inference. Handling the 
SeekSupportSet as a stack seems to be an efficient heuristic because it propagates the 
consequences of deletions as soon as they appear, and thus discovers empty domains 
earlier. 
4.2. Algorithm 
The algorithm AC-7 (see Algorithm 2), has the same framework as AC-Inference. There 
are two main operations: seeking a current support for a value, and processing the deletion 
of a value. Initially, for each value (I, a), for each constraint RIJ, the value-variable pair 
[(Z,u), J] is put in the SeekSupportSet. For each value-variable pair [(Z,u), J] in the 
SeekSupportSet, AC-7 seeks a support for (I, a) in D J by means of function Seek- 
Currentsupport. If a value c is found by SeekCurrentSupport, a is added to 
’ Property (3a) held in AC-6 without last arrays because we knew that (I, a) was always the smallest support 
for values in S[ I, a]. In AC-7 we lose this strong property. 




1 SeekSupportSet t ti; 
2 for each (I, J)/R,,, mists do 




CS[I, a, J] t 0; 
last[Z, a, J] t 0 /* first value of’ DJ minus l*/; 
put [(I, u), J] in SeekSupportSet; 
while SeekSupportSet # $? do 
pick [(I, a), J] from SeekSupportSet; 
if a E DI then 
II 
c t SeekCurrentSupport(Z, U, .I); 
if c # nil then 
1 put a in CS[J,c,Z]; 
5 else ProcessDeletion(Z, a, SeekSupportSet); 
end 
function SeekCurrentSupport (in I: variable; in a: integer; in J: variable): integer 
/* returns a value supporting (I, a), or nil if not found */; 
/* updates lastfl, a, J] if necessary * !; 
begin 
found t false; 
while (CS[Z, a, .Z] # 0) and (- fauns) do 
L 
b t an element of C.S[Z, a, J]; 
if b E DJ then found t true; 
else delete b from CS[Z, a, J]; 
if found then return b; 
b t last[Z, a, J]; 
if b > highest(DJ) then return nil; 
whileb$DJdobtb+l”: 
while (b # nil) and (- found) do 
if (/~stjJ, b, I] 5 a) and then (I?,, [u,b)) then 
Ll 
found t true; 
else b t nezt(b, DJ); 
last[Z, a, J] t b; 
return b; 
end 
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CS[ .Z, c, I] since c is now the current support of (I, a) on RIJ. During the whole algorithm, 
every time a value (I, a) is found without support on a constraint, it is removed from DI , 
and this deletion is processed by adding in the SeekSupportSet all the value-variable pairs 
[(J, b), I] such that (J, b) was supported by (I, a) (i.e., values (J, b) that were in the 
CS[Z, a, J] sets). 
When SeekCurrentSupport is called to find a support for (Z,a) in DJ, it first 
checks (lines l-2) whether CS[Z, a, J] contains values still in DJ or not. Indeed, if 
CS[Z, a, J] contains values in DJ, the search on RIJ for a support for the value (I, a) 
is useless: (I, a) has inferable supports on RIJ (values supported by (I, a) are supports 
for (1, a)). Every time SeekCurrentSupport unsuccessfully checks if a value b in 
CS[Z, a, .Z] is in D J, b is deleted from CS[Z, a, J] to avoid checking it again in the 
following. 
If no inferable support is found, the search for support for (I, a) on RIJ is performed 
(lines 3-5). This second part of SeekCurrentSupport, which looks for the smallest 
value in DJ not smaller than last[Z. a, J] and supporting (I, a) on RIJ, looks like the 
function next suppor t of AC-6. The first difference is the addition of the test of line 4 to 
avoid checking RIJ(U, b) when RJJ(~, a) has already been checked as false (i.e., when we 
know that (J, b) has no support in 01 until a value greater than a). The second difference 
is the need to record in last[Z, a, J] the (smallest) value found in DJ as supporting (I, a) 
on RIJ, if any (line 5). 
4.3. Analysis 
4.3.1. Proof of correctness 
AC-7 is similar to AC-6 except that it does not always know the smallest support for 
a value on a constraint, but it knows only the existence of a support and an inferior 
bound below which no support exists. After the initialization step (lines 14 in AC-7), 
the following property holds until the end of the algorithm: 
(cr)V(Z, a) E D), VRIJ, V(J, b) E V: Rda, b) + b 2 last[Z, a, J] 
Thus, when (I, a) has no current support and no inferable support in D J (Cs[Z, a, J] fl 
DJ = a), we can start looking for another one at last[Z, a, J] without forgetting any support 
of (I, a). Furthermore, we do not need to check RIJ(U, 6) for values b in D J such that 
last[.Z, b, I] > a because of property (a). So, despite the first test of line 4 of the function 
SeekCurrentSupport, a support of (I, a) cannot be forgotten. Thus, value (I, a) is 
only removed from DI (line 5 of AC-7) when it has no support in DJ on a constraint R/J. 
If all previously removed values are out of AC(‘D’) (Do being the initial set of domains), 
then (I, a) is out of ACtDo). AC(D’) is trivially included9 in D when AC-7 started (since 
;D was equal to Do). So, by induction, (I, a) is out of AC(lO’). Thus, AC(D’) E V is an 
invariable property of AC-7. 
Every time a value (I, a) is found without support on a constraint, it is removed from 
D. Every time a value (I, a) is removed, all the values (J, b) it was supporting are added 
’ “Included” is loosely used here since the inclusion is on the respective elements of the two sets 
to the SeekSupportSet in order to be checked for other support (line 4 of Process- 
Deletion-see Algorithm I). Thus, every value (.I. h) that belongs to 2) and that does 
not appear in the SeekSupportSet has at least one support in D on each constraint RIJ. 
AC-7 terminates with an empty SeekSupportSet. As a result, after AC-7, every value in V 
has a support in ZI on each constraint. Thus. D is arc-consistent. 
AC(l)“) s 2, and ‘D arc-consistent at the end of AC-7 imply that ;D is the maximal 
arc-consistent domain AC(D’) at the end of AC-7. 
4.3.2. Desirable properties 
We first show that AC-7 has all of the desirable properties enumerated earlier. 
By the same principle as with AC-6. properties ( 1) and (3a) hold. Indeed, we stop looking 
for supports for a value (I. a) on RIJ as soon as we find the first support, and an RIJ(U, 6) 
cannot be checked twice since we start looking for a new support for (I, a) on R/J where 
we stopped the previous time. 
Every time a constraint check RJc(b, u) is successfully performed (when looking for a 
support for (.I, b)) AC-7 records b in CS[I. a, J ]. Since AC-7 only looks for a support for 
(1,~) on R~J if C.S(I,a, J] n DJ = r/l, we are sure that R/J(u, b) is checked only when 
none of the previously done constraint checks on RJI can prove that (I. u) has a support in 
D J . Property (2) holds. 
Next, we have to prove that when we check R/J(o. b). RJl(b, a) has never been checked 
before. If RJf(b. a) has already been successfully checked, h must be in CS[I. u, J] or 
out of DJ, and RIJ(U. b) cannot be checked (see above). If R~l(b, a) has been checked 
as false, that means that we have looked for a support for (J. b) in D/ and that (I, u) 
was not a support. So, if b E DJ , last[( J. I ). h 1 is greater than a, and line 4 of function 
SeekCurrentSupport avoids checking RIJ(U. h). Property (3b) holds. 
4.3.3. Space und time complexities 
The worst-case space complexity of AC-6 was O(ed) because of the size of S[ J, b] sets. 
In AC-7, S[J. b] sets of AC-6 are split into CS( J. h. I] sets. This does not increase their 
total size: each arc-value pair [(I. J).u] has at most one current support (J. b) (i.e., u 
belonging to CS[J, b. I]). Hence, the total size of the CS[J, b, I] sets is in O(ed). We have 
to add arrays last, which take a 2ed space, and the size of the SeekSupportSet, which is in 
O(ed). Thus, the total space complexity of AC-7 remains in O(red). 
The two inner loops of AC-7 are in SeekCurrentSupport (lines 1-2 and lines 3- 
5). Since each RIJ(U. b) is checked at most once. in the second loop of SeekCurrent- 
Support, complexity due to the calls to this loop is in O(ed*), as in AC-6. During the 
whole algorithm, a value u E D! is put at most once in CS[ J, b. Z]: when (J. 6) is assigned 
as the current support of (I, a). SeekCurrentSupport, and its first inner loop, is called 
at most d times for each CS[I. u, J] (when a value h current support of (I, a) is removed 
from DJ), for a total work of at most d deletions in each CS[I, a. J]. That loop is in O(d) 
on each CS[Z, a, J], and so, complexity due to the calls to this loop is bounded above by 
2ed x O(d) i.e.. O(ed*). Thus, O(edz) is the worst-case time complexity for AC-7, as for 
AC-6. 
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4.3.4. Savings 
We will now look at two sample problems, problem structures really, to demonstrate the 
different levels of savings that are possible for AC-7 as compared to the other algorithms. 
Fig. 3 shows the microstructure of these problems in the form of a consistency graph, where 
each consistent pair of values is joined by an edge. Each of these problems will involve only 
two variables, and we will put the values for each variable in a separate column, assuming 
the unlabeled values are ordered lexicographically from top to bottom, and the unlabeled 
variables are ordered lexicographically from left to right. 
Note first that AC-7 is unlikely to make matters worse. AC-4 always computes all checks 
twice, AC-7 at most twice. (Both can avoid some checks by deleting unsupported values.) 
AC-3 and AC-6 look for a support and then look for additional support only as needed 
when current support is deleted, AC-6 avoiding some redundant checks made by AC-3. 
The same is true of AC-7, including the avoidance of redundant checks, but inferences 
further reduce checking and may reduce the need to look for support. 
AC-4 and AC-6 complete an initialization phase before turning their attention to 
deletions (“two-pass” organization). A queue-based implementation of AC-3 will as well. 
The stack-oriented implementation of the inference schema is potentially profitable in its 
priority handling of deletions. (As well as more elegant in expression.) 
Observation 1. AC-7 can cut in halfthe number of constraint checks. 
Consider the problem in Fig. 3(a). (This could be regarded as representing an equality 
constraint, as opposed to the inequality constraints we focused on earlier in the context 
of coloring problems.) The support for the ith value of the first variable requires i 
constraint checks to find. The total number of constraint checks for the first variable is then 
d(d + 1)/2 = 36 for AC-3, AC-6, and AC-7. The support for the ith value of the second 
variable, that is deduced by AC-7, requires also i constraint checks to find for the other 
algorithms. The total number of constraint checks performed by AC-7 on this constraint is 
thus 36, half the number needed by AC-3 or AC-6. 
a. savings 
Fig. 3. Analysis. 
b. more savings 
It might seem at first glance that AC-7 can only avoid computing inverse checks that 
establish whether (./, h) supports (I, a) after establishing whether (I, a) supports (J, h). 
(See property (3b) of Section 4.) 
Observation 2. AC-7 am uvoid non-incetxe cwzstrclint checks. 
In fact, the problem in Fig. 3(a) also demonstrates this. The savings noted earlier 
included avoiding checks that were not computed earlier-see property (2) of Section 4. 
(Checks between the ith value of the tirst variable and the jth value of the second variable 
are never performed by AC-7 when i < j. while they are performed by AC-3 or AC-6 
when looking for support for the jth value of the second variable.) 
Even in this example, however, the number of checks for AC-7 is only half the number 
of checks for AC-3 and AC-6. 
We can go further. moreover. and show that AC-7 can, in fact, more than cut in half the 
number of constraint checks. 
Observation 3. AC-7 curl more than cut in hulf’thr number of‘construint checks. 
Fig. 3(b) presents an example in which the number of checks for AC-7 is 2 1; for AC-3 
or AC-6.48. 
Observe that this example generalizes to ahow that AC-7 can save a quadratic number of 
. . . 
non-inverse checks. (The total number ot different possible checks is only quadratic itself.) 
Observation 4. AC-7 can SLIW O(d’) rum-imvrse constraint checks. 
The previous example can be generalized from domain sizes of 8 to domain sizes of rl, 
where O(n’) checks are saved. Observe that it is constructed so that CL/~ of the values in 
the second domain must be checked (and fail) against from d/2 to d - I of the values in 
the first domain with AC-3 or AC-6. while AC-7 avoids these checks entirely. In fact, on 
this example. AC-7 asymptotically requires four times fewer constraint checks than AC-3 
or AC-6 (when d grows). 
Notice that we have established these variou\ observations without even considering 
constraint propagation. where further savings may be realized. We would expect AC-7 to 
show to better advantage on more tightly constrained problems, where one has to look 
harder to find support, and thus can benefit more when inferences preclude the need to 
look for support. 
5. Experimental results 
We tested AC-Inference and AC-7 on several types of problems. In this section we first 
show a few results on randomly generated problems using the generator available in 181). 
In that case, AC-7 (and not AC-Inference) is compared to the other generic algorithms 
achieving arc consistency. (Since AC-Inference is an algorithm that takes advantage of 
constraint semantics. we would not expect it to do best on random problems, for which no 
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metaknowledge can be extracted from the constraints.) Second, we compare both AC-7 and 
AC-Inference to the other algorithms on the Radio Link Frequency Assignment problem 
(RLFAP). We took problems from a set that stem from real instances, which is available in a 
CSP benchmarks archive (ftp://ftp.cs.unh.edu/pub/csp/archive/code/benchmarks/). In this 
problem, all the constraints are commutative and n-reflexive since for every pair of variables 
XI and XJ, only two types of constraints are possible: 1x1 - XJ 1 > k, or 1x1 - XJ 1 = k, 
k being a positive number. The number of values for k are limited, so that many constraints 
in the network are repeated. Finally, we report the results obtained on the Zebra problem, 
a common CSP benchmark (also available in the benchmarks archive). 
Though the general task in these problems is not only to achieve arc consistency, we 
will limit our comparisons to it, since it is the central aim of our paper. (We will see the 
limitations this involves.) See [3] and [19] for a comparison of the behavior of search 
algorithms using different arc consistency algorithms to maintain arc consistency during 
search. (This search technique was proposed in [20], and called MAC.) 
We compared several versions of arc consistency algorithms on the problems presented 
above. Each table corresponds to one of the classes of problems, and the different versions 
of arc consistency algorithms applied to them are the following: 
- AC-3: the classical version [ 151. 
- AC-4: the classical version [ 171. 
- AC-6: the classical version [2] (two-pass organization). 
- AC-6p: a version of AC-6 organized as AC-7 and AC-Inference, propagating deletions 
as soon as they occur. 
- AC-7: the one presented in this paper. 
- AC-I: the AC-Inference presented in this paper, provided with the knowledge of 
reflexive, commutative, irreflexive, etc., constraints, but not with repeated constraints. 
- AC-Ir: AC-Inference provided with all the possible knowledge (reflexivity, commuta- 
tivity, repeated constraints, etc.). 
In Table 1, we present the results of several types of randomly generated problems 
with different sizes, densities, and tightness. (N, K, C/pi, T/p2) represents the class 
of problems generated with N variables having K possible values in their domain, and 
C = pl . N(N - 1)/2 constraints with T = p2 K2 forbidden pairs of values in each. 
The different values of the parameters correspond to under-constrained problems (easily 
checked as being arc consistent), over-constrained problems (easily found arc inconsistent 
-a domain wipe out is observed), and problems at the phase transition of arc consistency 
[12,13] (i.e., problems for which establishing arc consistency sometimes succeeds and 
sometimes not). 
On under-constrained problems, a single pass is sufficient to find that all the values are 
arc consistent. No propagation is needed. AC-3, which has the simplest data structure, is 
obviously the best one in cpu time, performing the same number of constraint checks as 
AC-6 or AC-6p. AC-4 is the worst one because it builds its very expensive lists of supported 
values, which will be completely useless since no propagation occurs. 
On over-constrained problems, the arc consistency process also terminates very quickly 
because a domain wipe out quickly occurs. The data structures of AC-6, AC-6p, and 
AC-7 do not significantly pay off. AC-3 is indeed comparable to them in cpu time. 
The differences in performance between AC-6 and AC-6p show the effectiveness of our 
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Table I 
Random problems: Arc consistency results m mean number of constraint checks (#ccks) and 
mean cpu time in seconds (time) on a PC Pentium 200 MHz (SO instances generated for each set 
of parameters) 
(150. so. 500/0.045. 125O/O.S) (150.50.500/0.045,2350/0.94) 
(under-constrained) (over-constrained) 
#ccks Lime #ccks time 
AC-3 100.010 0.08 514,973 0.37 
AC-4 2,500.ooo 2.39 I .384.874 1.17 
AC-6 I OO.0 10 0.15 492.704 0.40 
AC-6p I00.010 0. I5 223.077 0.24 
AC-7 94,030 0.19 205,070 0.29 
( 1 SO, 50. S(O/O.O45.2296/0.9 I Xi (SO, SO. 1225/I .O. 2188/0.X75) 
(phase transition) (phase transition) 
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535,095 
I .h”, 2,932,326 I.91 
3.67 8.574.903 5.46 
I .x9 5.748,678 4.S6 
I .92 5,700. I25 4.66 
O.h7 I .(122,69 I I.10 
0.x2 1.231.452 1.38 
0.65 1,010.731 I.10 
0.75 I 138,472 I .30 
0.77 820.X14 1.37 
0.92 9 12,195 1.60 
implementation (processing deletions first) to detect a domain wipe out earlier. AC-4 is 
less bad here than on the under-constrained problems because it finds a domain wipe out 
before its expensive initialization phase is completed. 
On problems at the phase transition of arc consistency, where some propagation is 
necessary to find the arc consistent closure or to prove arc inconsistency, the results are 
different. Even if the propagation phase remains very short compared to what happens 
during a search process maintaining arc consistency, we can see that AC-6, AC-6p, and 
AC-7 are faster than AC-3, which begins to be lost in its great amount of propagation. On 
these problems, we separate the performance on instances where an arc consistent closure 
is found (denoted by UC) from those where arc inconsistency is proved (denoted by inc). 
Thus, we can see that AC-3 is worse on arc inconsistent problems (where much propagation 
is necessary to prove inconsistency) than on those where an arc consistent closure is found. 
We suspect that these not trivially arc inconsistent problems are typically the kind of 
situations that are generated many, many times during a search process maintaining arc 
consistency. Finally, AC-7 does not save enough constraint checks to have an advantage 
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Table 2 
RLFAPs and Zebra problem: Arc consistency results in number of constraint checks (#ccks) 
and in cpu time in seconds (time) on a PC Pentium 200 MHz 
145 
RLFAP#S RLFAP#5 RLFAP#S RLFAP#l 1 Zebra 
AC-3 #ccks 615,371 1,735,239 2,473,269 971,893 1090 
time 0.25 0.63 0.84 0.36 0.00 
AC-4 #ccks X,654,624 4,793,910 I 1.292,774 11,684,448 2299 
time 4.75 3.06 5.88 6.34 0.00 
AC-6 #ccks 615,371 1,114,185 2,347,840 971,893 990 
time 0.69 1.27 2.68 1.18 0.00 
AC-6p #ccks 615,371 1,054,602 771,535 971,893 780 
time 0.78 1.19 0.86 1.19 0.00 
AC-7 #ccks 412,594 848,438 654,086 638,932 582 
time 0.69 1.16 0.84 1.06 0.00 
AC-I #ccks 214,023 561,115 451,212 330,671 324 
time 0.55 1.09 0.87 0.84 0.00 
AC-h #ccks 3,543 145,080 133,528 3,950 42 
time 0.19 0.47 0.34 0.27 0.00 
over AC-6p in cpu time. This is not surprising since the kind of constraints favoring AC-7, 
such as those described in Section 4.3.4, are rarely generated randomly. 
Experimental results on RLFAPs (see Table 2) give us some interesting information on 
the significance of inferring support. First, if we except AC-3, the number of constraint 
checks is correlated with cpu time, even on this kind of problem where constraint checks 
are cheap to compute. This means that, on these problems, the benefit of inferences not 
only offsets, but also overcomes their cost. (Otherwise, “#ccks” would have decreased from 
AC-4 to AC-Ir while “time” would not.) The very good running times of AC-Ir confirm the 
advantage of using the most me&knowledge we can. Second, as on random problems, the 
results of AC-6 and AC-6p show the effectiveness of processing deletions first on problems 
with many arc inconsistent values (e.g., RLFAP #5--12046 values deleted, RLFAP #8- 
arc inconsistent), as opposed to problems with limited or no propagation (RLFAP #3- 
0 values deleted, RLFAP #11-O values deleted). Third, AC-3 shows surprisingly good 
cpu times. This means that when constraint checks are cheap to compute and when arc 
consistency is only used as a preprocessing step, AC-3 is not a bad choice. It has the 
advantage of its simple data structure. But, bear in mind that the final goal is almost always 
to find a solution to the CSP, and thus to maintain arc consistency during search. In that 
case, even with cheap constraint checks, the cost of the initialization of the data structures 
in the first arc consistency call (before search) becomes negligible compared to the cost 
of the search process. And a great part of the cpu time of the search process is spent 
propagating deletions of values and discovering domain wipe out. (The more a problem is 
difficult to solve, the more a search algorithm will try values for variables, and therefore 
will spend time propagating deletions and finding domain wipe out.) As an example, the 
time needed to find a solution in the RLFAWll is 16.59 sec. for MAC3, 36.31 sec. for 
MAC4. 5.05 sec. for MAC6p. I0 4.84 sec. for MAC7, and 2.98 sec. for MAC%, with 
dom/deg as variable ordering heuristic [I?]. (MACx means MAC with AC-x as the arc 
consistency algorithm.) 
Finally, it should be noted that on very large instances of non-random problems, where 
the constraints are not given in extension (i.e.. the size of the encoding is in O(nd + e) 
instead of O(ncl + rd’)). the O(erl’) space complexity of AC-4 and AC-Inference can 
prevent their use. 
6. Conclusion 
Metaknowledge about constraints can be used to infer, rather than compute, support 
information, and to both infer and avoid constraint checks. A variety of basic properties of 
constraints can be exploited in this way. The AC-Inference schema permits exploitation of 
inferences in establishing arc consistency. AC-7 is a refinement of that schema that exploits 
only the bidirectionality of support: thus is a fully general arc consistency algorithm. 
AC-7 can exhibit significant savings over previous general arc consistency algorithms. AC- 
Inference may prove especially useful when constraints have strong structural properties, 
when some constraints appear repeatedly, or when support is costly to compute. 
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Appendix A 
In this paper, we presented two algorithms. AC-Inference and AC-7, in their basic 
version, i.e., when the goal is to achieve arc consistency as a preprocessing step in a given 
constraint network. However, it has been shown recently that maintaining arc consistency 
during search is a worthwhile approach [3,5,14,201. In that latter case, if we except the 
first pass before any instantiation, maintaining arc consistency only involves propagating 
deletions of values. And then. a “value-deletion” oriented presentation of the algorithms 
would be easier to use than the “seek-support” oriented presentation we have chosen in this 
paper, even if the whole algorithm is much simpler in the latter case. 
In this appendix, we just give a “value-deletion” oriented framework for AC-Inference 
and AC-7. The procedure ProcessDeletion is no longer used, but the function Seek- 
Currentsupport is not changed. This is not a “two-pass” organization as in AC-4, 
‘t’ Note that MAC6 and MAChp are almast the same. diffenng only in the first arc consistency phase. 
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Initialize the data structures as in the basic versions of AC-Inference (lines 
1 and 2), and of AC-7 (lines 2 to 3); 
for each variable I do 
for each a E DI do 
for each J/RIJ exists while a E DI do 
I 
c t SeekCurrentSupport(I, a, J); 
if c # nil then 
1 put a in CS[J, c, I]; 
else 
1 
remove a from DJ; 
put (I, a) in DeletionSet; 
L_ 
if (L = 0) or (7f’ropagation( De/et/onset)) then 
LL exit (LLwipe out”); 
d 
Algorithm 4. Subprocedure. 
function Propagation (in out DeletionSet: set): Boolean 
/* returns true iff the network does not have any empty domains */; 
begin 
while DeletionSet # 0 do 
pick (J, b) from DeletionSet; 
for each I/R,, exists do 
for each a E CS[J, b, I] do 
delete a from CS[J, b, I]; 
if a E DI then 
___I 
c t SeekCurrentSupport(1, a, J); 
if c # nil then 
) put a in CS[J,c,I]; 
else 
remove a from DI ; 
if DI = 8 then return false; 
put (I,a) in DeletionSet; 
return true; 
end 
or AC-6. As in the basic versions of AC-Inference and AC-7 (with the SeekSupportSet 
handled as a stack), the deletions are propagated before the whole initialization process is 
achieved. 
The main algorithm (see Algorithm 3) is written to be used only at the very beginning 
of a MAC procedure [ 19,201. The function Propagation (see Algorithm 4) is called 
at each instantiation during search to propagate the deletion of the non-chosen values of 
the variable instantiated, and after each failure. to propagate the deletion of the previously 
chosen value since it leads to a dead-end (“refutation”). 
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